How Education at Muhammad’s University Provides Base for Progress and Unity
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The knowledge of the destiny of the so-called Negro and the tremendous impact that his awakening would have upon the world has remained buried for the past 6,000 years amidst the tricks and propaganda of the man-made devil. Why, in this present day and at this particular time in history, is the true power of mental slave beginning to assert itself?

THE ANSWER to this very important question has been quoted to us by the Honorable Elijah Muhammad in His MESSAGE TO THE BLACK MAN IN AMERICA, page 285—"Corruption has appeared in the land and the sea on account of that which men’s hands have wrought, that He may make them taste a part of that which they have done, so that they may return." (Holy Qur-an 30:41)

"And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird." (Rev. 18:2)

"For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich through the abundance of her delicacies.

"And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues.

"For her sins have reached unto heaven, and God hath remembered her iniquities." (Rev. 18:5-6)

MESSENGER Muhammad states, "There is no doubt in anyone's mind today that the conditions of the nations are such that a ruler who is not involved in the present world of corruption is needed to bring about peace and good will among the people of the earth."

He teaches that Allah (God) has appeared in the Person of Master Fard Muhammadd, to Whom praise is due forever, in order to fulfill the prophecies of The Judgment, as recorded in the Holy Qur-an and Bible.

"One of the attributes of Allah, The All-Wise God, Who is the Supreme Being, is knowledge. Knowledge is the result of learning and is a force or energy that makes its bearer accomplish or overcome obstacles, barriers and resistance. In fact, God is the possessor of power and force. The education my people need is that knowledge, the attribute of God, which creates power to accomplish and make progress in the good things or the righteous things," says the Honorable Elijah Muhammadd. He further states that his people must first be educated into the knowledge of self.

BLACKMAN of America, you are now demanding the teachings of Black history. Yet you settle for the teachings about Black people who have helped make history for the white man. When you are inclined to delve deeper into your past, you learn of the existence of flourishing civilizations of Blacks in Asia and Africa long before John Hawkins and the slave traders. Here you must stop. You have reached the point where the teacher’s knowledge of Black history ends.

For 38 years, we have had one in our midst whose mind contains trillions of years of the Blackman's history, as also written in prophecy. "I will raise them up a Prophet from among their brethren, like unto thee, and will put my words in his mouth; and he shall speak unto them all that I command him." (Deut. 18:18).

"Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord: And he shall turn the heart of the fathers to their children, and the heart of the children to their fathers, lest I come and smite the earth with a curse." (Malachi 4: 5, 6) "For the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne shall feed them, and shall lead them unto living fountains of water; and God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes." (Rev. 7: 17). This prophet spoken of is the Honorable Elijah Muhammad, the last Messenger to a people who would be without the guidance of Allah at the end of the world.

(Continued on page 37)
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The Honorable Elijah Muhammad, Last Messenger of Almighty God Allah, has founded an educational system for the so-called Negro in America. Every one of his Followers is a student. The Believers, have a program that equips us to cope with every phase of modern society.

THE UNIVERSITY of Islam is designed to educate and reeducate the Black Man in America. Every Muslim is privileged to attend regular, weekly classes where he learns his role and function as a member of the Nation of Islam and as a member of this society. He tones his body, while repairing his mind. The student of Islam learns the proper foods to eat and the health habits to adhere to so that he will be able to stand strong, tall, and upright. He prays and fasts for Divine Guidance. And he learns to clear his mind of unclean and unproductive thoughts so that he will be able to progress in positive areas. This student is trained in using the physical and the mental to its best advantage.

No student of the University of Islam can be concerned with the unproductive. He does not throw his money away in the streets on weekends. He contributes his money and efforts to build a mighty Nation. He turns his back on smoking, drinking, partying, and vice. He takes time to construct a wholesome life for his family and himself. He associates himself from the meanly-mouthed and the rebellion. He ceases uncle-tomming and foot-shuffling; and stops rock-throwing and fire-bombing to gather energy and strength to establish the best principles for action.

MESSENGER Muhammad teaches Islam. He teaches the aims and principles which insure the Black Man’s future on the top of civilization. Students of the University of Islam are guaranteed money, good homes, and friendships in all walks of life. We learn, and are successful. But this is only primary, the Messenger teaches. For all those that follow him, the Messenger says, there is only the best.

Islam is offered to you, the Original Man. Become a student of Islam. Become righteous, happy, and successful. Follow the greatest teacher, the Honorable Elijah Muhammad!
Education At University of Islam Basis For Program
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and must be redirected to the path of Allah.

Blackman, you are living in the time of the judgment of white America, a time when all is made manifest. The former slaves, now with tearless eyes and straight tongues, are without fear.

Program Growing in Mississippi Delta

Poor People's Corporation has come a long way. It still has a long way to go before it becomes big business, but it is beginning to provide reliable and rewarding employment for a number of Mississippi people who have toiled too long for too little to be stopped now.

But, without the support of Black people—who spend upwards of $35 billion per year in white markets—the Poor People's Corporation, and any other Black efforts to establish economic independence, stand little chance of lasting success.

Liberty House catalogues can be obtained by writing the organization at Post Office Box 3828.

BLACKMAN, you are demanding decentralization and control of the ghetto schools. This is a step in the right direction, the desire to improve the quality of the education of the Black child. It shows parental influence and interest. It will build rapport among child, parent and teacher. It puts fear into the politicians who have controlled and directed the corrupting of the educational system as it exists in the ghetto schools.

Yet, decentralization is not the solution because Blacks still answer to whites concerning over all policy. The only successful course is total separation and complete freedom to teach and uplift our own in peaceful environments such as those which prevail in the Islamic schools here in North America.

BLACKMAN, you must weigh and reevaluate your present demands. You must utilize everything at your disposal to thwart the attempt of the white man to maintain his system of mental suffocation through acts of appeasement. He appeases you by allowing "soul food" to be cooked and sold in school cafeterias. It is difficult to believe that this is one of your demands. The same garbage fed to us as slaves is now fed to students. Are you more concerned with physical rather than mental digestion? The menu: collard greens, black-eyed peas, hominy grits and chitterlings. How can a particular food make one more black when its purpose is assimilation for nourishment, not pigmentation for improvement. The next class or subject after such a meal, must be SLEEP. Do not aid the white man in his deceit, with foolish demands. He must fulfill that which is written of him.

IN THE days of Allah (Judgment) this man made devil will go to great lengths in his bid to make the so-called negro believe that he is a true friend and advisor. In his attempts to ward off and delay his doom, all is futile. Messenger Muhammad is missioned by God. Himself, to separate you, Blackman, in order that your future will not be likewise. You have heard the warning. Cease to follow him (devil) and unite with your own.

"Again, what will make thee realize what the day of Judgment is? The day when no soul controls aught for another soul. And the command on that day is Allah's." (Holy Qur-an 82: 18,19).

Report 100,000 Back To Work In October

WASHINGTON—Unemployment for non farm workers in October declined seasonally by 100,000 over the previous month, according to a Bureau of Labor Statistics report issued recently.

However, the overall unemployment rate remained at the September rate of 3.6 per cent. The increase would have been 40,000 greater, said the bureau, had there not been an increase in the number of workers on strike because of an early October work stoppage in the coal industry.

Federal government employment however, declined in October for the fourth straight month.